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Population Dynamics, Disturbance, and Pattern Evolution: Identifying the
Fundamental Scales of Organization in a Model Ecosystem
Abstract
We used auto- and cross-correlation analysis and Ripley’s K-function analysis to analyze spatiotemporal
pattern evolution in a spatially explicit simulation model of a semiarid shrubland (Karoo, South Africa) and to
determine the impact of small-scale disturbances on system dynamics. Without disturbance, local dynamics
were driven by a pattern of cyclic succession, where ‘‘colonizer’’ and ‘‘successor’’ species alternately replaced
each other. This results in a strong pattern of negative correlation in the temporal distribution of colonizer and
successor species. As disturbance rates were increased, the relationship shifted from being negatively
correlated in time to being positively correlated—the dynamics became decoupled from the ecologically
driven cyclic succession and were increasingly influenced by abiotic factors (e.g., rainfall events). Further
analysis of the spatial relationships among colonizer and successor species showed that, without disturbance,
periods of attraction and repulsion between colonizer and successor species alternate cyclically at
intermediate spatial scales. This was due to the spatial ‘‘memory’’ embedded in the system through the process
of cyclic succession. With the addition of disturbance, this pattern breaks down, although there is some
indication of increasing ecological organization at broader spatial scales. We suggest that many of the insights
that can be gained through spatially explicit models will only be obtained through a direct analysis of the
spatial patterns produced.
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Population Dynamics, Disturbance, and Pattern Evolution:
Identifying the Fundamental Scales of Organization
in a Model Ecosystem
Thorsten Wiegand,1,* Kirk A. Moloney,2,† and Suzanne J. Milton3,‡
1. Department of Ecological Modelling, UFZ-Centre for Keywords: individual-based model, disturbance, Karoo shrubland,
Ripley’s K function, spatiotemporal dynamics, correlation analysis.Environmental Research, Leipzig-Halle, Permoserstrasse 15, 04318
Leipzig, Germany;
2. Department of Botany, 143 Bessey Hall, Iowa State University,
Ames, Iowa 50011;
3. FitzPatrick Institute, University of Cape Town, 7700
Disturbance is a major factor affecting the spatial struc-Rondebosch, South Africa
ture and temporal dynamics of ecological systems (Pick-
Submitted August 11, 1997; Accepted March 2, 1998 ett and White 1985). For example, small-scale distur-
bances that remove individuals from a local plant
community can reset small patches of vegetation to an
earlier successional state (e.g., Hobbs and Mooney 1985;
abstract: We used auto- and cross-correlation analysis and Rip- Lawton and Putz 1988; Busing 1995; Moloney and Levin
ley’s K-function analysis to analyze spatiotemporal pattern evolu- 1996), disrupt patterns of dominance (e.g., Platt 1975;
tion in a spatially explicit simulation model of a semiarid
Brokaw and Scheiner 1989; Martinsen et al. 1990;shrubland (Karoo, South Africa) and to determine the impact of
McConnaughy and Bazzaz 1990), provide local opportu-small-scale disturbances on system dynamics. Without distur-
nities for germination and recruitment (e.g., Chambers etbance, local dynamics were driven by a pattern of cyclic succes-
sion, where ‘‘colonizer’’ and ‘‘successor’’ species alternately re- al. 1990; Dean and Milton 1991; Dean and Yeaton 1992;
placed each other. This results in a strong pattern of negative Dean et al. 1994; Lavorel et al. 1994a; Aguilera and
correlation in the temporal distribution of colonizer and successor Lauenroth 1995), increase the temporal turnover rate of
species. As disturbance rates were increased, the relationship species during succession, increase local species diversity
shifted from being negatively correlated in time to being positively
(e.g., Levin and Paine 1974; Huston 1979; Paine andcorrelated—the dynamics became decoupled from the ecologically
Levin 1981; Martinsen et al. 1990; Reice 1995), allow fordriven cyclic succession and were increasingly influenced by abi-
more rapid invasion by alien species and weeds (Bergel-otic factors (e.g., rainfall events). Further analysis of the spatial re-
lationships among colonizer and successor species showed that, son et al. 1993), and/or desynchronize recruitment in
without disturbance, periods of attraction and repulsion between populations of long-lived plants (e.g., Smith et al. 1994;
colonizer and successor species alternate cyclically at intermediate Schwinning and Parsons 1996). Although we have a fairly
spatial scales. This was due to the spatial ‘‘memory’’ embedded in well-developed understanding of the short-term impact
the system through the process of cyclic succession. With the addi-
of disturbance on the temporal and spatial dynamics oftion of disturbance, this pattern breaks down, although there is
ecological systems, our understanding of long-term im-some indication of increasing ecological organization at broader
pacts is still quite limited. This is due primarily to thespatial scales. We suggest that many of the insights that can be
gained through spatially explicit models will only be obtained typical timescales over which ecological dynamics take
through a direct analysis of the spatial patterns produced. place, which are usually much longer than the timescales
of ecological studies. It is also due to the lack of a suffi-
cient theoretical understanding of disturbance and its
ecological effects (although, see Armstrong 1988; Molo-* E-mail: towi@oesa.ufz.de.
ney and Levin 1996).† E-mail: kmoloney@iastate.edu.
Recent developments in the field of simulation model-‡ E-mail: wdean@uctvms.uct.ac.za.
ing are now providing a means for exploring the long-Am. Nat. 1998. Vol. 152, pp. 321–337. ª 1998 by The University of Chicago.
0003-0147/98/5203-0001$03.00. All rights reserved. term dynamics of ecological systems, where complex in-
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teractions occur in both a temporal and a spatial context. and Ripley 1994; Bailey and Gatrell 1995; Haase 1995),
which have been increasingly employed in field-orientedOne class of spatially explicit model that is proving to
be useful in the investigation of spatiotemporal dynamics studies (e.g., Mateos 1987; Robertson et al. 1988; Casas
1990; Dessaint et al. 1991; Bradshaw and Spies 1992;is the so-called grid-based simulation model (e.g., Sil-
vertown et al. 1992; Colasanti and Grime 1993; Jeltsch Gross et al. 1995; Schlesinger et al. 1996), the use of sta-
tistical pattern analysis has in many ways been over-and Wissel 1994; Lavorel et al. 1994b; Wiegand et al.
1995; Jeltsch et al. 1996; Moloney and Levin 1996). Grid- looked in the development of spatially explicit simulation
models and in the interpretation of their output (al-based models focus on processes and mechanisms, within
a spatial context, that drive community dynamics at the though, see Slatkin and Arter 1991; Moloney et al. 1992;
Li and Reynolds 1994). This is curious, particularly sincelevel of the individual plant or of the plant assemblage.
Typically, space is modeled as a square grid of cells. Each these models are developed explicitly for the study of
spatial processes and the data they produce are ideallycell can be associated with specific environmental condi-
tions and can contain one or more individual plants and/ suited for statistical pattern analysis, employing tech-
niques such as autocorrelation analysis, cross-correlationor animals. For plant communities, these models can
incorporate short-term knowledge about environment- analysis, semivariance analysis, and Ripley’s K-function
analysis.dependent life-history attributes (e.g., growth, seed pro-
duction, germination, recruitment, and mortality fac- In this article, we will show how advanced pattern
analysis techniques can be used to analyze the output oftors), seed dispersal, disturbance, and local interactions
between species (within and among grid cells) into a spatially explicit simulation models. We use a previously
developed, spatially explicit, individual-based simulationcomputer simulation model using a set of simple rules.
The models then simulate, on large temporal and spatial model (Wiegand et al. 1995, 1997) and investigate sys-
tematically the impact of disturbance on the temporalscales, the fate of individual plants or plant assemblages
within the community; in short, the model produces a and spatial dynamics of a semiarid plant community.
The model simulates small-scale disturbances and the dy-characterization of landscape-level community dynamics
(Wiegand et al. 1995). In this way, grid-based models are namics of five dominant species in a semiarid shrubland
in the Karoo of South Africa and delivers long-term spa-able to close the gap between the short-term knowledge
available through observation and experimentation and tiotemporal data. We employ correlation analysis of the
time series and Ripley’s K-function analysis of the veg-the need to develop an understanding of long-term com-
munity dynamics. An advantage of grid-based simulation etation maps produced by the model to study how dis-
turbance might act to break the well-developed, cyclic,models is that they can include the necessary biological
information for the modeled processes in the form of successional relationships between species in this com-
munity. We also show how disturbance might alter therules rather than mathematical equations. This is particu-
larly important for more complex problems, as it allows evolution of spatiotemporal ecological patterns.
the direct inclusion of expert knowledge that is not nec-
essarily based on hard data (for this rule-based approach,
Site Description
see also Jeltsch and Wissel 1994; Wiegand et al. 1995;
Jeltsch et al. 1996). The model used in this study is based on the ecological
dynamics occurring at the Tierberg Karoo Research Cen-Because grid-based models keep track of the state of
each cell in the landscape at each time step, they make ter (30 ° 10¢ S, 22° 17¢ E), within a semiarid shrubland com-
munity typical of a large area of the southern part of thedirect predictions of the spatial and temporal distribution
(spatiotemporal pattern) of ecologically important vari- Great Karoo, South Africa. (See Milton et al. 1992 and
Wiegand et al. 1995 for a detailed description of the sys-ables, such as species abundances, nutrient availabilities,
and community-level diversity. This produces a huge tem.) Five shrub species dominate the vegetation at the
Tierberg site. These are Brownanthus ciliatus (Mesembry-amount of data, either in the form of spatially explicit
distribution maps or a time series depicting the average anthemaceae), a nonwoody, deciduous, short-lived, mat-
forming succulent; Ruschia spinosa (Ruschioideae), alandscape-level response over an entire model run. This
type of information is essential for determining how lo- multistemmed, evergreen leaf succulent; and three non-
succulent species, namely, the semideciduous Galeniacally occurring ecological processes interact to produce
spatiotemporal patterns at a broader spatial and/or tem- fruticosa (Aizoaceae), the deciduous Osteospermum sinua-
tum (Asteraceae), and the evergreen Pteronia pallensporal scale (Levin 1992).
Although there have been major advances in the field (Asteraceae).
Local dynamics at the Tierberg site are generally char-of statistical pattern analysis over the last decade or so
(Ripley 1976; Cressie 1991; Rossi et al. 1992; Venables acterized by a pattern of cyclic succession (Yeaton and
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Figure 1: The states and transitions of the Karoo shrubland plant community simulation model. Transitions produced through
different mechanisms are symbolized as follows: solid arrows indicate transitions produced through the processes associated with
the standard pathway of cyclic succession; large dashed arrows show transitions that are produced by the direct impact of distur-
bance; and small dashed arrows show transitions produced through processes subsequent to disturbance (e.g., formation of pits).
The numbers associated with each arrow indicate the process involved in each transition: 1 5 gap colonized by colonizer plant; 2
5 gap produced by death of colonizer plant; 3 5 establishment of successor plant within the canopy of a colonizer plant; 4 5 gap
produced by the death of a successor plant; 5 5 pit produced by the uprooting of an established plant; 6 5 a standing dead plant
produced by a disturbance killing the plant but not uprooting it; 7 5 establishment of a successor plant in a pit; 8 5 establishment
of a successor plant beneath a rooted, dead plant; 9 5 gap produced after the decay of a dead plant (10 yr after disturbance); and
10 5 a gap produced after the erosion of a pit (1 yr after disturbance).
Esler 1990; fig. 1). Open sites (gaps) are first colonized by of ways (fig. 1). Uprooted dead plants are blown away
soon after a disturbance has occurred. The excavated ar-plants of the ‘‘colonizer’’ species B. ciliatus, G. fruticosa,
and R. spinosa. Once the colonizer plants begin to se- eas that remain behind accumulate wind-blown and
water-borne organic and inorganic material and pro-nesce, seedlings of the ‘‘successor’’ species P. pallens and
O. sinuatum can establish in the shaded sites found un- vide shaded establishment sites for the successor species
P. pallens and O. sinuatum. Wind activity and runoffder the canopies of the senescing colonizers. Eventually,
after the death of a successor plant, a site becomes unoc- following heavy rain eventually smooth away the exca-
vations within 1 yr, and the remaining gaps provide es-cupied and can then be reoccupied by a colonizer plant,
starting the pattern of cyclic succession over again. tablishment sites for the colonizer species B. ciliatus,
G. fruticosa, and R. spinosa. If the dead shrubs are not to-The typical pattern of cyclic succession can be dis-
rupted by small-scale disturbances caused by digging ani- tally uprooted, they remain in situ for several years and
accumulate wind-blown detritus, including large wingedmals. This activity can kill established plants and change
the successional pathway. The way in which the succes- seeds of P. pallens and O. sinuatum, insect frass, and
mammal dung. They also provide shaded establishmentsional pathway is changed depends on the life-history at-
tributes of the species affected and the type of distur- sites for successor plants. With advancing decay, rooted
dead plants eventually lose their ability to trap seeds andbance. Disturbances at the Tierberg site are mostly
created by aardvarks (Orycteropus afer), which frequently organic matter and the site can no longer be invaded by
successor plants.‘‘prospect’’ for ants and termites by digging shallow
scoops in the soil (Dean and Milton 1991; Dean and Yea-
ton 1992; Wiegand et al. 1997). The mean aardvark dis-
The Model
turbance rate at the study site has been determined to be
5.3/ha/year (<0.05% of the area disturbed per year; We used the site characteristics described above to de-
velop a spatially explicit, grid-based model that simulatesDean and Yeaton 1992; Wiegand et al. 1997).
The digging activity by aardvarks can destroy nearby small-scale disturbances and the ecological dynamics of
the five dominant shrub species at the Tierberg studyseedlings and established shrubs and can change the suc-
cessional pathway of the plant community in a number site. The model follows the fate of each individual plant
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within the plant community throughout its life, simulat- only successfully germinate if they end up in an empty
cell; otherwise they are deleted from the model. Tum-ing the life-history events of seed production, seed dis-
persal, germination, competition for safe sites, establish- bleseeds of the successor plants Pteronia pallens and Os-
teospermum sinuatum move longer distances, up to 30ment, growth, and mortality. Results of earlier versions
of the model have been presented elsewhere (Wiegand et and 50 m, respectively, and can be trapped by established
colonizer plants, by pits created through the activity ofal. 1995; Wiegand and Milton 1996). The model has
since been modified to allow for a systematic exploration aardvarks (disturbances), or by dead plants. Since the
successor species P. pallens and O. sinuatum have noof the impact of disturbance on community dynamics
(Wiegand et al. 1997). A brief description of the model seedbank (Esler 1993), the tumbleseeds that are not
trapped are deleted from the model.and its rules follows, with further details available in pre-
vious studies (Wiegand et al. 1995; Wiegand and Milton After dispersal, within-cell rates of germination and
initial seedling survival are determined using the rainfall1996; Wiegand et al. 1997).
data. The dynamics for a single iteration (1 yr) proceed
as follows: First, subsequent survival of seedlings within
General Model Structure
a cell is determined as a function of competition among
surviving seedlings and by the current state of the cellThe simulation model is hierarchical in design, being
constructed at two basic organizational scales, local and and its neighbors. If there are seedlings of more than one
species within a cell, survival first depends on the com-landscape. At the landscape scale, an area of approxi-
mately 453 m2 is subdivided into a grid of 77 3 53 cells, petitive hierarchy of the seedlings (Brownanthus ciliatus .
Galenia fruticosa . Ruschia spinosa and O. sinuatum .making individual cells 0.33 m 3 0.33 m in size. The size
of an individual cell corresponds approximately to an P. pallens) and then on root competition with adjacent
adult shrubs (gap size). At most, one seedling is allowedarea occupied by a single adult plant. At the local scale,
the model dynamics are based on the processes and to survive within a cell. After seedling survival is deter-
mined, time and weather effects on plant growth and themechanisms that determine the state of each cell, that is,
whether it is an unoccupied gap or is occupied by seeds, attainment of reproductive maturity are considered.
Mortality of established, nonsenescent plants is low andseedlings, a living shrub, or a dead shrub. Changes in the
state of a cell depend on the previous state of the cell, the caused mainly by disturbance. Therefore, nondisturbance
mortality is only modeled after the plants have attainedstate of neighboring cells across different interaction
ranges, and external factors, such as climate and distur- 80% of their expected life spans (B. ciliatus, 10 yr;
G. fruticosa, 30 yr; R. spinosa, 25 yr; P. pallens, 70 yr; andbance, which are also explicitly included in the model.
Several demographic processes at the Tierberg site are O. sinuatum, 50 yr). Thereafter, the probability of mor-
tality increases exponentially.dependent on the availability of water (Milton 1994,
1995a, 1995b). In the model, this is accounted for Disturbances that have an impact on a cell cause the
mortality of adult plants and all seedlings within the dis-through the SEED submodel, which uses monthly rainfall
data to determine the total number of seeds produced, turbed cell. Plants that have not attained more than 60%
of their maximal size are uprooted, and a pit lasting forthe number of seeds germinating, and seedling survival
on a monthly basis during a model run. Certain thresh- 1 yr is created. Larger plants are killed but not totally up-
rooted. In this case, the dead plant decays exponentiallyolds of rainfall (which differ from species to species) are
required for each of these demographic processes to within the next 10 yr. After these steps are completed, the
cycle for 1 yr is finished and the simulation of the nextbe successfully completed. The rainfall data used in the
model were obtained from actual rainfall records (Prince year begins.
Albert Jail, unpublished data) or they were produced by
the rainfall simulation model GENRAIN (Zucchini et al.
Simulation Experiments
1992). GENRAIN is parameterized from the monthly
mean and variance of long-term rainfall records obtained We conducted a series of model runs, simulating the spa-
tial and temporal dynamics of the plant community forfrom weather stations near the site being modeled.
GENRAIN generates a stochastic time series of monthly N 5 2,000 yr. The landscape-level rate of disturbance
was held fixed within each of 16 model runs, but a broadrainfall amounts with the same monthly mean and vari-
ance as the original data. range of values was tested among model runs. The dis-
turbance regime was random in space and time, and in-Seeds are dispersed in the model using a weighted,
random distribution based on empirical data. The small dividual disturbances were always square in shape and
had a size of four cells (<0.44 m2). For each model run,water-dispersed seeds of colonizer species move up to
eight cells (<3 m) away from the source cell and can we produced a fixed number of disturbances each year
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and placed them at random over the simulation grid. assemblages). In the present study, we can examine
second-order effects in detail, since our model producesThe resulting average landscape-level disturbance rates
varied (between model runs) from 0% to 5% of the area maps containing the location of every individual plant
during each simulation time step (year). We can also de-disturbed per year. Because the typical timescale of the
system is decades rather than years (Wiegand et al. 1995; termine the relationship between patterns produced by
the model and the underlying community dynamics.Wiegand and Milton 1996), we characterize the distur-
bance regime through the (mean) proportion of the total The techniques of statistical pattern analysis provide a
variety of methods that allow the investigation of second-area disturbed over a 10-yr period (accumulated distur-
bance rate), rather than through the annual disturbance order effects in space and time, including autocorrelation
and cross-correlation analysis, which can be used in ana-rate. The accumulated disturbance rates d of the 16
model runs were 0.0, 0.05, 0.09, 0.13, 0.18, 0.21, 0.26, lyzing temporal and spatial patterns of continuously dis-
tributed variables (see, e.g., Diggle 1990); nearest neigh-0.28, 0.31, 0.34, 0.37, 0.40, 0.43, 0.46, 0.48, and 0.51.
The initial plant distribution was generated by simu- bor analyses (Upton and Fingleton 1985), which can be
used to characterize the distribution of individual pointslating community dynamics for 93 yr, employing the em-
pirical Prince Albert rainfall data (Wiegand and Milton as being random, clustered, or evenly (hyper-) dispersed,
without accounting for scale; and more sophisticated, re-1996). During this procedure, we calibrated the initial
plant densities so that the plant distribution at the duced, second-order moment measures that do account
for changes in the pattern of points across a range ofninety-third time step corresponded to the relative abun-
dances observed at the Tierberg site (Milton and Dean scales. The second-order moment measures include Rip-
ley’s K-function analysis, for analyzing a single set of1990). The resulting initial plant distribution contained a
history of establishment, competition, and dispersal points (Ripley 1981; Bailey and Gatrell 1995), and bivari-
ate K-function analysis (Diggle 1983; Upton and Fin-events, producing a ‘‘realistic’’ age structure and a ‘‘real-
istic’’ spatial pattern for subsequent analysis. For the gleton 1985) or space-time clustering analysis (Diggle et
al. 1991) for analyzing multivariate point patterns. These2,000 yr of a model run, stochastic rainfall data were pro-
duced by the rainfall simulation program GENRAIN techniques can be used to detect scale-dependent non-
random pattern in the covariance structure of a point(Zucchini et al. 1992), as briefly described above.
We based a majority of our analyses on model output pattern.
We focused our analyses in the present study on colo-for individual model runs conducted at each disturbance
rate. However, this was only done after comparative nizer and successor life-history types rather than on indi-
vidual species, since our basic interest was in studying theanalyses of 15 replicate model runs at several disturbance
rates (see below), which clearly demonstrated the strong effects of local interactions among plant species belong-
ing to the two functional groups found in the Karooergodic behavior of the model (i.e., although the exact
locations of individual plants differed, the statistical shrubland. We will use two general types of pattern anal-
ysis to study how disturbance may change the local inter-properties were essentially the same for model runs con-
ducted at the same disturbance rate). As a consequence actions between successor and colonizer species in the
semiarid Karoo shrubland. First, we will analyze the timeof the ergodic behavior of the model, a sufficient under-
standing of the general relationship between model struc- series of landscape-level species abundances using auto-
correlation and cross-correlation analysis. Second, we willture and pattern formation can be developed through the
analysis of individual model runs at each disturbance analyze spatial and spatiotemporal patterns of the distri-
butions of individual colonizer and successor plants, us-rate.
ing univariate and multivariate K-function analysis.
Pattern Analysis Techniques
Auto- and Cross-Correlation Analysis
Spatiotemporal patterns of ecological variables are of
particular interest to ecologists because they can reveal We used autocorrelation and cross-correlation analysis to
examine the average degree of temporal coherence in theinformation about stand history, population dynamics,
and competitive interactions (Haase 1995). These pat- landscape-level distribution of colonizer and successor
species as a function of the temporal lag k (or time) sepa-terns generally arise from spatial and/or temporal corre-
lation in ecological processes operating at different scales. rating sample points. For each time step t, we calculated
the total number of colonizer plants sc(t) and the totalOf major importance are so-called second-order effects,
effects that result from local interactions and produce number of successor plants ss(t) in the landscape. We
then estimated the autocorrelation relationships r (si, k)patterns associated with the covariance structure among
ecological units (e.g., among individual plants or plant for each life-history type and the cross-correlation g (s1,
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Figure 2: Mean cross-correlation (solid lines) and 95% confidence envelopes (dashed lines) for 15 replicate model runs at the ex-
treme disturbance rates of d 5 0.00 (A) and d 5 0.51 (B). The 95% confidence interval was calculated using the theoretical rela-
tionship given in equation (1). These analyses were conducted on model runs of N 5 500 yr, which utilized the same random
rainfall data set and initial plant distribution. Variability among runs comes through the action of a considerable number of ran-
dom variables (e.g., seed dispersal, mortality, disturbance) that determine the location of individual plants.
s2, k) between types, with s1 and s2 representing the vec- K functions are rescaled to L functions. This transforma-
tion stabilizes the variance, is simpler to plot, and makestor of values s1(t) and s2(t) for life-history types i 5 1
and 2, respectively, with t 5 1–2,000. (Standard formulas the expected values of L12(h) independent of the scale h
(see Haase 1995 for a discussion of K(t) transforma-for calculating r (si, k) and g (s1, s2, k) from time-series
data can be found in any textbook covering time-series tions). In the univariate case, L11(h) is used to character-
ize the degree of clustering or hyperdispersion of a set ofanalysis; see, e.g., Chatfield 1984.) Assuming that the val-
ues in s1 and s2 are normally distributed, the 95% confi- points l1 relative to a randomly distributed set of the
same number of points. For the bivariate case, L12(h) isdence envelope ( g (s1, s2, k) 6 d (k)) for the autocorrela-
tion or cross-correlation function can be calculated using used to characterize the degree of clustering or hyper-
dispersion of a set of points l2 (pattern 2) with respect tothe following relationship:
a second set of points l1 (pattern 1; Ripley 1976, 1981;
d (k) 5
za
Ö N 2 k
(1) Cressie 1991; Bailey and Gatrell 1995). In both cases, the
scale h corresponds to a circular area of radius h around
individual points of pattern 1. We use the standard for-and z
a
5 1.96 for a significance level of .05, if N (the to-
mulas given in Bailey and Gatrell (1995, pp. 120, 121) fortal number of sample points) is relatively large (Chatfield
the calculation of L11(h) and L12(h).1984; Bronstein and Semendjajew 1991).
In the univariate case, if the distributional pattern of l1A preliminary analysis of cross-correlation relation-
is spatially random at scale h, then the expected value ofships among 15 replicate model runs at two disturbance
L11(h) is 0, otherwise L11(h) , 0 for an evenly distributedrates (fig. 2) clearly shows that the general patterns pro-
pattern at scale h and L11(h) . 0 if it is clustered. Theduced by the model are not affected by the considerable
same is true for the bivariate case, if a set of points l2 isnumber of random variables (e.g., seed dispersal, mortal-
hyperdispersed with respect to a second set of points l1ity, disturbance) involved in determining the location of
then L12(h) , 0, whereas L12(h) . 0 under clustering. Inindividual plants. The reason for this lies in the strong
order to interpret the significance of L11(h) and L12(h)synchronizing effect of rainfall events, the dynamic iner-
across a range of scales, it is necessary to be able to testtia of the system (Wiegand et al. 1995), and the suffi-
for significant departures from the null hypothesis of in-ciently large grid size. Because of this result, we will only
dependence. This is generally done through the estima-consider individual model runs at each disturbance rate
tion of confidence intervals using Monte Carlo simula-in the remainder of this article.
tions (Ripley 1981; Cressie 1991; Bailey and Gatrell
1995). For the analysis of univariate and bivariate spatial
K-Function Analysis
point patterns produced by our model, we estimated
95% confidence intervals around the expected value ofWe used Ripley’s K-function analysis to examine spatio-
L11(h) 5 0 or L12(h) 5 0 and used these to test for sig-temporal patterns in the distributions of colonizer and
nificant departures from a random pattern. The confi-successor species across a range of spatial scales h. All of
dence intervals were constructed by randomizing the po-the analyses were based on the general univariate K func-
sitions of N1 points (univariate case) or N1 and N2 pointstion K11(h) and its bivariate extension K12(h). Generally,
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(bivariate case) 19 times within the model landscape establishment of successor species dependent on the ear-
lier establishment by colonizer species, at least in the ab-(Haase 1995). (N1 and N2 were equal to the number of
points in model patterns 1 and 2, respectively.) We then sence of disturbance. These relationships may also have a
strong spatial component. In order to assess these rela-determined values of L11(h) or L12(h) for the randomized
patterns. Significant clustering in the model pattern was tionships, we regarded vegetation maps at different times
as being different patterns and analyzed these spatiotem-indicated for values of L11(h) or L12(h) that were greater
than the maximum L11(h) or L12(h) obtained through the poral patterns using L12(h). Ninety-five percent confi-
dence intervals for these tests were calculated in the samerandomization procedure, and significant repulsion was
indicated by L11(h) or L12(h) values that were less than way as in the spatial pattern analyses, except that only the
pattern occurring later in time was randomized. We heldthe smallest value obtained through randomization (see
Haase 1995). the earlier pattern fixed, as our null hypothesis was that
the later patterns did not depend on the spatial structure
of the earlier pattern.
Space-Time Clustering
In analyzing vegetation dynamics of the colonizer and Results
successor species in the Karoo shrubland, we were inter-
Temporal Pattern Analysis
ested in how spatial pattern changes over time—that is,
whether events cluster in space over time. Despite the The temporal dynamics of the Karoo shrubland model
were quite sensitive to changes in disturbance rate (fig.general interest of ecologists in studying dynamic pro-
cesses, space-time clustering techniques have been used 3). Without disturbance (fig. 3A), all five species could
coexist for the entire simulation period. Nevertheless,so far almost exclusively in an epidemiological context
(Diggle et al. 1991). However, patterns of space-time community dynamics did not reach a state of equilib-
rium. Instead, the dynamics were characterized by a mix-clustering are of particular interest in the Karoo system,
where cyclic succession produces strong time lags in the ture of large cycles caused by cyclic succession and epi-
Figure 3: Time series showing the number of colonizer (solid line) and successor plants (dashed line) in model runs with different
disturbance rates. The disturbance rates were: d 5 0.00 (A); d 5 0.18 (B); d 5 0.51 (C).
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sodic event-driven behavior, with quasi-stable periods
being interrupted by big establishment or mortality
events (Wiegand et al. 1995). Bigger establishment events
occur in the model only if a high number of establish-
ment sites are available and if rainfall conditions are ex-
traordinarily favorable (Wiegand et al. 1995). Because
potential establishment events are not synchronous for
all species (seed production, germination, and seedling
survival depend on different rainfall thresholds), one spe-
cies can sometimes dominate a functional group for sev-
eral decades, while the other species remain at low abun-
dance. This happens when one species accidentally has an
advantage over the other species (e.g., through an earlier
establishment event, more establishment events, or
higher abundance during an establishment event).
Figure 4: The temporal cross-correlation at lag 0 between the
At intermediate disturbance rates (fig. 3B), successor
abundance of colonizer and successor species as a function of
species are freed from the pattern of cyclic succession disturbance rate. Dashed lines: 95% confidence envelops for no
(open fi colonizer plant fi successor plant fi open) significant cross-correlation.
that dominates when disturbance rates are low, because
disturbance (pits and dead plants) provides additional es- correlation occurs if 60%–70% of all cyclic successions
are disrupted by disturbance. This result confirms an ear-tablishment sites (see also fig. 1). Without disturbance-
induced mortality, growth of successor seedlings is often lier expectation that community dynamics might change
qualitatively if the local pattern of cyclic succession was in-suppressed for several years until their host plant be-
comes senescent, and establishment of seedlings may be terrupted in the majority of all cases (Wiegand et al. 1997).
Without disturbance, community dynamics areconsiderably time delayed from the years where rain-
fall conditions permit seed production, germination, and strongly dominated by the pattern of cyclic succession,
leading to a marked oscillatory behavior in the temporalpostgermination survival.
At high disturbance rates (fig. 3C), disturbance- autocorrelation and cross-correlation relationships for
the two functional groups (fig. 5A). The autocorrelationinduced mortality strongly limits the abundance of species.
However, outbreaks of plant establishment can occur relationships indicate that the population sizes of the
functional groups have a periodic structure, with cyclesduring periods when there is an aggregation of establish-
ment events due to favorable environmental conditions. of approximately 120–140 yr. The cycles of these two
functional groups, however, are out of phase by aboutThe impact of disturbance on the pattern of cyclic suc-
cession can be more fully understood by examining the 50 or 60 yr, as can be seen in the corresponding cross-
correlation relationship (fig. 5A). This lag effect is causedtemporal autocorrelation and cross-correlation relation-
ships for the colonizer and successor species (figs. 4, 5). by the demographic inertia built into the process of cy-
clic succession: a plant population requires a rare eventIt is quite clear from the cross-correlation relationship at
time-lag zero that disturbance breaks the pattern of cyclic for establishment to occur, but once this happens, the re-
sulting cohort persists for a long time. Creation of abun-succession between colonizer and successor species (fig.
4). Without disturbance, the abundance of colonizer and dant establishment sites for the other species can only oc-
cur if the plants of the currently established cohort diesuccessor plants is highly negatively correlated. The nega-
tive correlation disappears with increasing disturbance simultaneously. As a consequence, the scale of the phase
shift between functional groups is controlled by the meanrate and changes to a significant, positive correlation at a
disturbance rate of about 16% of the cells in the land- life spans of the longer-lived successor species Osteosper-
mum sinuatum (50 yr) and Pteronia pallens (70 yr).scape being disturbed during a 10-yr period. At this
point, establishment events have become synchronous for Significant cyclic relationships exist for lags of up to
250 yr if the disturbance rate remains below approxi-both functional groups. In this case, the probability P for
the colonizer species escaping disturbance-induced mor- mately 18% (fig. 6). This result is surprising since the
underlying rainfall data are random in time. As a conse-tality [P 5 (1 2 m)L] is 0.85 for Brownanthus ciliatus,
0.61 for Galenia fruticosa, and 0.67 for Ruschia spinosa, quence, we expected that the occurrence (or nonoccur-
rence) of rare establishment events would desynchronizeassuming mean life spans L of 10, 30, and 25 yr, respec-
tively, and an annual disturbance rate of m 5 0.016. the pattern of cyclic succession at lags greater than one cycle.
At intermediate disturbance rates, the periodicity inThus, the change from negative correlation to positive
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Figure 5: Temporal autocorrelation of the abundance of colonizer (solid line) and successor plants (long-dashed line) and the cross-
correlation (short-dashed line) between abundances of colonizer and successor plants at four different disturbance rates as a func-
tion of temporal lag. The disturbance rates: d 5 0.00 (A); d 5 0.21 (B); d 5 0.37 (C); d 5 0.51 (D).
Figure 6: Autocorrelation and cross-correlation relationships of colonizer and successor plants as a function of time lag and distur-
bance rate. White: significant positive correlation; black: significant negative correlation; and, gray: no significant correlation.
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the autocorrelation and cross-correlation relationships cal recruitment, as space is made available through the
death of senescent successor plants and suitable environ-disappears completely (fig. 5B, C). Instead, the autocor-
relation decays to 0 with an approximate 50-yr time lag mental conditions for establishment occur. These form
‘‘condensation hot spots’’ for the eventual spread of thefor the colonizer species and at a 70–100-yr time lag for
the successor species. The difference between these two colonizer species within the system. (The rate of spread
is controlled by the limited dispersal distances of colo-functional groups is due primarily to differences in aver-
age life span. Visible evidence of the pattern of cyclic suc- nizer seeds, which move, at most, eight cells in linear dis-
tance from the parent plant). Because of the condensa-cession still exists in the crosscorrelation relationship for
disturbance rates as high as 0.21 (indicated by a peak at tion effect, space is gradually filled by colonizer plants in
increasingly large clusters (fig. 7A). Eventually, during alag 40 in fig. 5B for the cross-correlation relationship),
although the negative correlation at shorter time lags is major recruitment event like the one between time steps
798 and 810 (cf. figs. 3A and 7A), establishing plants fillno longer significant (figs. 4, 6). All evidence of the pat-
tern of cyclic succession, however, is gone from the most of the available space in the system. This leads to a
rapid shift toward an even pattern across a broad rangecross-correlation relationship for disturbance rates of
0.31 and above (figs. 4–6). of scales. Eventually, the colonizers begin to die and
the pattern shifts gradually from even, back to randomAt the highest disturbance rates (d . <0.4), the suc-
cessor species are positively correlated across all time lags (810 , t , 890). Clustering begins to be seen again dur-
ing the next recruitment event (t . 890).examined (0–250). This is the result of long temporal
trends in abundance due to stochastic environmental fac- The change in pattern observed for successor species
during this same time period was different because of thetors and underlying demographic momentum produced
by the abundant production of establishment sites dependence of the successors on the colonizers. Unlike
the colonizer species, the successor species showed regu-through disturbance (figs. 3, 5D, 6). Colonizer species,
on the other hand, exhibit very little response to increas- lar or random distributions across most scales (fig. 7C).
This was due to the fact that the successor plants re-ing disturbance, once the pattern of cyclic succession is
broken, since disturbance events do not significantly im- placed dying colonizer species and ‘‘copied’’ their even
spatial pattern during periods suitable for establishment.prove their chances of successful establishment (figs.
5, 6). The lack of clustering observed for the successor species
was also due, in part, to their relatively long dispersal dis-
tances, which allowed them to spread rapidly through the
Univariate Analysis of Spatial Point Patterns
system.
Since the pattern-forming process under conditions ofAlthough the time-series analysis was quite revealing, a
deeper understanding of the interplay between colonizer no disturbance was primarily related to the underlying
process of cyclic succession, we examined pattern forma-and successor species can be gained through a careful
analysis of the spatial relationships that develop over tion under increasing disturbance rates to more thor-
oughly understand the ecological processes behind thetime, using Ripley’s K function. We will focus first on the
case of no disturbance, since this is where the pattern of observed breakdown in the pattern of cyclic succession.
We present the results here for a representative run,cyclic succession is most distinct. We will then briefly
contrast this to an analysis of a simulation including dis- which had an average disturbance rate of d 5 0.18 over
a 10-yr period. This disturbance rate was slightly aboveturbance. We will limit these analyses primarily to time
steps 750–950, as this encompasses a complete cycle in the rate at which there was a switch from negative corre-
lation at lag 0 to positive correlation (fig. 4). It was alsothe dynamics of the system.
A close look at how spatial pattern changes over the outside the range of disturbances where cyclic succession
dominated the dynamics of the system (figs. 5, 6).course of time provides more insight into the relation-
ship between pattern formation and the process of cyclic In this example, the spatial patterning of colonizer
species did not change qualitatively with the introductionsuccession than would otherwise be possible (fig. 7). Sev-
eral abrupt changes in the pattern of species distributions of disturbance into the system (fig. 7A, B), since two ba-
sic processes remained unchanged: the main aggregatingcan be seen over time, corresponding to different states
in the process. Changes in the colonizer pattern can be mechanism of short-distance seed dispersal and the reli-
ance on sufficient rainfall for establishment success.traced to a fundamental shift in the process of recruit-
ment as population size increases. Initial establishment There was, however, a decrease in the maximum abun-
dance observed for the colonizers due to the occupationcan be traced to seed dispersing from a few remaining
randomly scattered colonizers (t 5 750, fig. 3A). Once of more suitable sites by successors (cf. fig. 3A, B). In
contrast, successor species were freed from the pattern ofthe first plants become established, they act as foci for lo-
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Figure 7: Univariate L analysis as a function of time and scale for the spatial distribution of colonizer plants (A, B) and successor
plants (C, D). The figures on the left (A, C) are for a model run without disturbance (d 5 0) and those on the right (B, D) are
for a run with a disturbance rate of d 5 0.18. For the L analyses, white cells indicate significant clustering in the point-pattern,
black cells indicate significant hyperdispersion, and gray cells indicate no significant departure from random. The corresponding
time series are shown in figure 3.
cyclic succession and were able to establish at any time was unexpected, particularly given the strong response to
disturbance observed in the time-series analyses. Furtherthat environmental conditions were suitable. This oc-
curred since there was always an abundance of suitable insight may be gained by looking at the relationship in
spatial patterns between life-history types using bivariateestablishment sites due to the widespread production of
pits and dead stems through disturbance. And, although L analysis, that is, L12(h). With this in mind, we com-
pared L12(h) values for the undisturbed case with valuesthe general pattern seen in the undisturbed case—a pe-
riod of randomly distributed plants at low abundance for a model run with an average disturbance rate of d 5
0.18, as in the previous analysis.leading to evenly distributed plants—was also found with
disturbance, it was to some extent uncoupled from the The bivariate point-pattern analysis of the undisturbed
shrubland illustrates the process of cyclic succession quiteprior development of an even pattern in the colonizer
species (e.g., 825 , t , 875, fig. 7B, D). clearly (fig. 8A). In general, the relationship between col-
onizer and successor species exhibits dynamic nonran-
dom behavior in the development of pattern, indicating
Bivariate Analysis of Spatial Point Patterns
strong spatial interactions. The small-scale (h , 5) pro-
cesses were generally indicative of patterns of repulsionIn the previous section, we analyzed whether the spatial
pattern of colonizer and successor plants—each taken between the two groups of species, interspersed with
brief periods of random intermingling or attraction. Theseparately—exhibited significant clustering or regularity.
We found evidence that, in the absence of disturbance, latter periods occurred primarily during times when
there was a shift in dominance from one group of specieslocal interactions between individual plants played an
important role in the process of spatial pattern evolution to the other (cf. time series in fig. 3A and pattern analysis
in fig. 8A). Patterns at intermediate scales (20 . h . 5)within each life-history type but that there was little
change in these relationships in a model run incorporat- were indicative of the spacing among colonizer and suc-
cessor species over broader areas and amplified the pat-ing an intermediate level of disturbance. The latter result
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Figure 8: Bivariate L analysis of the spatial distribution of colonizer plants and successor plants between time steps 750 and 1,250
for a model run without disturbance (A) and for a run with a disturbance rate of d 5 0.18 (B). For the bivariate L analyses, white
cells indicate significant attraction between the two types of plant species, black cells indicate significant repulsion, and gray cells
indicate no significant spatial relationship. The corresponding time series are shown in figure 3.
tern at the smaller scales, showing a greater tendency were produced by a rapid decline in the population of
successor species, prior to invasion by colonizers (atoward clustering during the changeover in dominance
from one group of species to the next. These patterns stronger tendency seen around years 750, 940, 1,050, and
1,190). In the latter case, colonizer and successor plantswere quite interesting as they exhibited a cyclic alterna-
tion between periods of repulsion and periods of spatial were mixed together within shrub-occupied areas, and
the resulting pattern of general attraction was due moreindependence or attraction (fig. 8A).
The periodic change between attraction and repulsion to the occurrence of prominent gaps in the pattern than
it was to an affinity among species.at intermediate scales for colonizer and successor species
in the undisturbed case was caused by the ‘‘memory’’ im- The most striking feature of the bivariate spatial pat-
tern under conditions of no disturbance—the periodicbedded in the system through the process of cyclic suc-
cession. A strong tendency toward repulsion was ob- change between attraction and repulsion at intermediate
scales—completely disappeared with the introduction ofserved during phases of rapid ‘‘recolonization’’ by the
colonizer species into areas of decline for the successor an intermediate level of disturbance (fig. 8B). Instead, the
pattern was either hyperdispersed or random, shifting be-species (e.g., following from years 800, 955, 1,070; see fig.
3A). During these periods of time, the colonizer plants tween these two states in a somewhat irregular fashion.
Disturbance acted to disrupt the local pattern of cyclicformed dense clusters around invading individuals in
‘‘condensation hot spots’’ and the remaining successor succession, which was replaced by a pattern more indica-
tive of recruitment events produced by variable rainfallplants were generally located outside of these clusters, re-
sulting in a pattern of repulsion moving rapidly from the patterns, keyed to the demographic attributes of the dis-
tinct life-history types. In contrast, under disturbancesmaller scales to the broader scales. A breakdown in the
pattern of broad-scale repulsion occurred either during there was a stronger pattern of alternating periods of at-
traction and repulsion between colonizer and successorthe initial invasion of clusters of colonizer plants by suc-
cessor plants (a weak tendency seen around years 795, species at the broader scales (h . 20) than was seen in
the absence of disturbance. The cause of the latter result950, and 1,060) or when big gaps of unoccupied cells
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is not easy to determine from inspection of the raw data because successor plants died and colonizer plants once
again established in the newly created gaps.and a more thorough analysis will be required in the fu-
ture to understand the root cause of this finding.
Discussion
Space-Time Clustering
There is wide-ranging interest in understanding spatial
interactions and their impact on ecological systems, andIn an extension of the analysis in the previous section, we
conducted a study of space-time clustering by analyzing there are currently several approaches being employed to
study these relationships. A common goal is to under-more directly how spatial pattern at one time period de-
pends on pattern during an earlier time period. We did stand how local interactions at one level of biological or-
ganization influence phenomena at higher levels. Onethis using bivariate L analysis at a scale of h 5 1, essen-
tially focusing on the relationship between the presence/ popular approach employs the use of spatially explicit
simulation models (e.g., Hassell et al. 1991; Silvertown etabsence of colonizer plants in individual cells at time step
820 and the presence/absence of successor plants within al. 1992; Colasanti and Grime 1993; Wiegand et al. 1995;
Jeltsch et al. 1996; Moloney and Levin 1996). For exam-the same cells during the next 200 yr (fig. 9). This is
analogous to the cross-correlation analysis of the time se- ple, the model presented here offers the potential for
exploring the long-term vegetation dynamics of a semi-ries presented earlier, but instead of focusing on the pro-
cess at the landscape scale, we now focused on the pro- arid plant community by extrapolating from the behavior
of individual plants to long-term community-level dy-cess at the smallest scale that occurred in our model. We
chose to examine the relationship between colonizers at namics. We used our model to explore the effects of in-
troducing disturbance into a system dominated, in thetime step 820 and successors during subsequent time
steps, as colonizer plants were at high abundance at time absence of disturbance, by a pattern of cyclic succession.
This allowed us to conduct a controlled experimentalstep 820 and replacement by successor species followed
soon after. Initially, the relationship between colonizers manipulation over a wide array of disturbance regimes
and over long time spans—manipulations that would beand successors was characterized by strong repulsion,
which is not surprising since successors cannot occupy impossible to perform in the field. Another advantage of
the modeling approach is that we have complete knowl-the same cell as a colonizer during the same time period.
During the first 30 yr of the analyzed time span (corre- edge of the temporal and spatial distributions of individ-
ual plants in the model system. With this information wesponding approximately to the life span of the colonizer
species), colonizer plants were replaced by successor can examine the relationship between pattern evolution
and the underlying ecological dynamics. This can provideplants and the relationship changed to one of significant
attraction. After 70 yr, the relationship changed again, some very useful insights into the spatial and temporal
relationships we might expect to see under different eco-becoming essentially random for t . 920. This occurred
Figure 9: Space-time clustering, as depicted through bivariate L analysis (solid line), with corresponding 95% confidence envelope
(dashed lines). The L analysis shows the relationship between the presence/absence of colonizer plants in individual cells at time
step 820 and the presence/absence of successor plants within the same cells at time steps from 820 to 1,020 for a model run with-
out disturbance.
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logical conditions in the field. It also suggests possible killing of plants and the opening up of space as new es-
tablishment sites—can be studied easily via more tradi-tests of the predictions made by the model. For example,
do we find that spatial relationships between colonizer tional analyses, an analysis of the indirect impact of dis-
turbance requires a more sophisticated approach. Weand successor species are expressed at broader scales in
areas of the Karoo in which disturbances have a heavier found that breaking up the pattern of cyclic succession
through disturbance causes a subtle shift in the spatial re-impact than in areas with lower disturbances rates, as
demonstrated by the model? lationships between functional groups and thus in the
spatial organization of the system as a whole. However,Curiously, very few studies using spatially explicit sim-
ulation models have analyzed pattern evolution explicitly; we also found, in a very surprising result, that there was
an apparent lack of an impact by disturbance on spatialinstead, they have focused on more general outcomes,
such as the pattern of landscape-level species abundance patterning within individual life-history types (fig. 7).
The reason for this can be traced to the manner in whichand diversity produced under varying ecological condi-
tions. In this article, we find that the precise analysis of these species spread through the system under suitable
environmental conditions.spatiotemporal patterns, using techniques such as auto-
correlograms, cross-correlograms, and Ripley’s K-func- Although spatial patterning within life-history types
appears to be insensitive to the introduction of distur-tion analysis, may be particularly appropriate for study-
ing the output of spatially explicit simulation models. A bance, we found that the relationship between types was
altered significantly. An alternating pattern of attractiongreat deal of insight about the underlying relationships
operating in the system may be gained in this way. and repulsion occurred at intermediate scales under con-
ditions of no disturbance but shifted to broader scalesIn our case, the goal of pattern analysis was to gain in-
sight into the relationship between pattern and process in under disturbance. This arose through a fundamental
change in the relationship between life-history types, asa semiarid shrub community and to understand how
spatiotemporal pattern evolution may be changed by establishment became less dependent on the local succes-
sional history of the system. Local patterns of cyclic suc-small-scale disturbances. Autocorrelation and cross-
correlation analysis of the time series of the abundance of cession break down, and pattern formation depends on
interactions at a broader spatial scale and are driven to acolonizer and successor plant species revealed that overall
community dynamics were strongly determined by the large extent by the dispersal characteristics of the two
types of species.underlying pattern of cyclic succession when disturbance
was absent. In this case, the correlograms of the abun- How do the findings here compare with what is
known in general about the impact of increasing distur-dance of colonizer and successor species showed a
marked oscillatory behavior; the period was keyed to the bance on pattern formation in ecological systems? Unfor-
tunately, it is quite hard to answer this question, in gen-typical timescales of the underlying community dynam-
ics, was out of phase with the autocorrelation relation- eral; only a few studies have specifically examined the
relationship between disturbance and pattern evolutionships due to the underlying relationships imposed by the
process of cyclic succession, and persisted through at across a range of scales. Frelich and Reich (1995) exam-
ined the impact of changing fire frequencies on patternleast two complete cycles with minimal decay in ampli-
tude. Such a strong pattern persisting through more than formation in a boreal forest and found that the canopy
consisted of a fine-grained patchwork of small mono-one full successional cycle was surprising and could not
have been assessed without the cross-correlation analysis dominant stands at low disturbance rates (i.e., relatively
low fire frequency) and was composed of large mono-of the model output. In fact, in an earlier more general
analysis (Wiegand et al. 1995), we suspected that the ran- dominant stands at high disturbance rates (i.e., relatively
high fire frequency). Similarly, several studies havedom occurrence of bigger establishment events would
desynchronize the pattern of cyclic succession to a far shown that the presence of a directional disturbance in
subalpine fir forests (i.e., direct exposure to prevailinggreater extent. Our initial understanding, however, may
not have been entirely incorrect but was perhaps scale winds at high elevation) can cause a reorganization of the
canopy structure, leading from a fine-grained pattern ofdependent. We did find, through the bivariate analysis of
presence/absence relationships at the scale of individual randomly arranged, even-aged stands under low distur-
bance, to a more broad-scale, well-organized pattern ofcells, that the cyclic relationship between colonizer and
successor species was a strong relationship, but it disap- even-aged stands, so-called fir waves, under high distur-
bance (Moloney 1986; Iwasa et al. 1991; Sato and Iwasapeared on the local scale after one successional cycle.
Our analysis outlines the importance of the indirect 1993; Jeltsch and Wissel 1994). In a study utilizing a spa-
tially explicit model of a grass-legume community,impact of disturbance on the spatial structure of succes-
sional systems. While the direct impact of disturbance— Schwinning and Parsons (1996) also found a shift from a
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fine-grained pattern of species distributions to one that sition in gaps and structure of a tropical forest. Ecol-
ogy 70:538–541.was organized at a broader scale under increasing distur-
bance (see their fig. 5). Bronstein, I. N., and K. A. Semendjajew. 1991. Taschen-
buch der Mathematik, B.G. Teubner, Stuttgart.All of these examples, as well as the study presented
here, suggest that an increase in the rate of disturbance Busing, R. 1995. Disturbance and the population dynam-
ics of Liriodendron tulipifera: simulations with a spatialin a system produces a shift in organization from a fine-
grained spatial pattern to one that is more coarse model of forest succession. Journal of Ecology 83:
45–53.grained. Is this a general pattern or not? And, what are
the long-term consequences? These are hard questions to Casas, J. 1990. Multidimensional host distribution and
nonrandom parasitism: a case study and a stochasticanswer. Clearly, more theoretical and empirical studies
need to be conducted investigating the impact of distur- model. Ecology 71:1893–1903.
Chambers, J. C., J. A. MacMahon, and R. W. Brown.bance on the spatial organization of ecological communi-
ties, particularly since human-generated disturbances 1990. Alpine seedling establishment: the influence of
disturbance type. Ecology 71:1323–1341.continue to play an increasing role in structuring natural
ecosystems. Chatfield, C. 1984. The analysis of time series: an intro-
duction. Chapman & Hall, London.
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